Abstract-The paper concerns the design and implementation of a search engine for mathematical expressions given by the user in a convenient form of natural language or visual queries. Proper presentation and transcription of the mathematical notation is substantial for further processing and the adequate choice of the word distance measure for string comparison is an important issue as well. Within this project a complete solution for acquiring and processing the mathematical query and a searching algorithm is elaborated. We present results of exemplary search queries obtained for different types of input data format with application of two different word distance measures and discuss briefly the observed properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE mathematical notation is an example of a visual language, which uses images for communication. A visual language consists of a set of planar diagrams representing expressions which are defined to be correct, and in which the syntax and semantics are determined by the mutual geometric relations between particular symbols.
The mathematical notation intended for machine processing may be transcribed in many different formats. The most popular ones are L A T E X, a dedicated document preparation system widely used for publication of scientific content, and MathML dedicated to Web applications. Both of these formats have their origins in text description languages, T E X and HTML/XML, respectively, and are designed to be open. Other solutions are used mainly in Desktop Publishing (DTP) and usually allow exporting to and importing from the above mentioned universal formats. We also mention a special format for mathematical Braille dialect, used by visually impaired people.
Independently of the chosen document description language, automation of mathematical notation processing requires transcription of the common planar visual language notation into a sequential notation used in programming languages. Hence all structural information on the mathematical formula, encoded in the geometric mutual relations between symbols, must be transcribed to the notation, in which the semantics of the given expression is incorporated solely in the sequencing of symbols possibly grouped by brackets (the significant dissimilarity of the Reverse Polish Notation to the natural mathematical notation excludes its application in most of the areas, especially for educational purposes). Such approach enables preparation of documents containing arbitrary complex mathematical expressions, while on the other hand it provides poor capabilities for searching or indexing of mathematical content.
The goal of the presented work was to develop a novel tool for searching for mathematical expressions based on queries containing parts of original or similar formulae, which are preferably given in a natural language.
II. PROCESSING MATHEMATICAL NOTATION FOR SEMANTIC SEARCH
The problem of expressing the mathematical symbolic notation in the natural language has drawn interest of many researchers in different aspects within the scope of didactics of mathematics. A particular interest in this issue is observed in terms of assistance for the disabled people. A thorough survey on the English transcription of mathematical content can be found in [1] , while some considerations on the ambiguity of certain notation rules are elaborated in [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Various examples of algorithms implementing verbalization of mathematical content can be found in [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] and an algorithm designed to meet the needs of visually impaired is presented in [11] . Other results concern the problem of searching the mathematical expressions (see [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ) and some indexing algorithms for efficient search are elaborated in [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . The automatization of content categorization is discussed in [22] , methods for correctness validation are presented in [23] , and certain search algorithms by means of natural language queries are elaborated in [24] , [25] , [26] and [27] .
The verbalization of mathematics provided by math-tospeech engine used in our experiments allows the use of different dialects and national versions. There are English, Polish simplified/natural and full transcriptions available at the moment. The main difference between these versions is the level of details and abbreviations introduced to shorten the output and make it sound more or less similar to the actual verbalization done by human readers.
To build the query in an artificial description language with the use of complex notation and the set of non-familiar commands the user must have extensive technical experience. This is very unlikely for the majority of students at different levels of education. Moreover, translating the query into the special language distracts the user's attention from the actual search object. There is also the additional challenge -to construct the query with the use of some characteristics of the searched mathematical expression, for example the presence of the particular key symbol as root or integral sign. This is important because the user very seldom remembers exactly the whole equation, rather reminds only some fragments, the general layout or is able to prompt the field of mathematics.
Summarizing, the important issue while searching for the mathematical expression in the database containing the collection of equations is the construction of the query. Is can be done with the use of common document description languages, but it requires complex lexical knowledge and complicates queries based on the fragmentary information and simplifications due to imperfections of human memory.
The verbalization of the mathematical notation stored in the database can help to solve problems mentioned above. There is a possibility to compare the spoken version of the equation with the query given in natural language with the use of the methods, tools and measures for approximate string matching. This way the accuracy of the semantic search for mathematical notation should significantly increase.
Given a query expression, the search algorithm follows the steps:
1) Converting the query expression entered in the Formula Editor into one of three formats: 
where |s| is number of characters in string s.
Another useful text comparison measure is the (weighted) cosine similarity measure. Two strings are first transformed into numerical vectors v = [v 1 , ..., v n ] and w = [w 1 , ..., w n ] with coordinates being the counts of instances of a given key word in the string, and then the cosine of the angle between v and w is calculated by means of the standard dot product of the two vectors: In the case of comparison based on the verbalization (word transcription) of the formulae, an initial step of conversion to the spoken language is performed and the transcripts are stored in a database. In the conversion process the macrodefinitions formulated in an interpretable script language Lua are used. A model is loaded from the database to the inner engine, which stores the tree of objects corresponding to each element of the processed formula. To increase the efficiency of the comparison all database records are pre-processed and saved in an additional data structure of type in-memory-table. As the processing time of a formula consisting of tens of symbols is ca 50-100ms for typical PC unit, the initial pre-processing step significantly increases the performance of the presented algorithm.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm has been implemented and tested for the quality of search, interpreted as the similarity of the original formula to the obtained results. The performance measure of the search algorithm was defined as the position of the original formula on the list of search results. The experimental queries were formulated in all accepted data formats: 1) the inner data format of the Equation wizard ("Edytor wzorów") application, based on L A T E X language, 2) the natural English transcription/verbalization, 3) the natural Polish transcription/verbalization. With respect to the details of the content and possible application areas the following three categories of test queries were distinguished:
(C1) the query and original expressions differ in single symbols (correction), (C2) the query was a part of the original expression (autocompletion), (C3) the query expression contains few symbols, specific to the original expression (search). Each test query was introduced to the search engine in two ways: by means of a visual editor and by entering the respective natural language key words. The performance of our search algorithm was then compared for the different 466 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. POZNAŃ, 2018 data formats, within each category of queries and the input modes. The test consisted of two parts. Firstly, the queries were executed on a general database of mathematical expressions, containing various formulae from different branches of mathematics. Some of the database records were totally irrelevant to the queries. We present the obtained results in Table II , column GD. For the second part of the test a specialized database was used in order to reveal possible weaknesses of the search algorithm or text similarity measures used for comparison. The test database consisted of 20 different formulae all containing quadratic subexpressions and having elements identical with the original formula. The column SD in Table II presents the search results for three different queries referring to the original formula (a + b) 2 = a 2 + 2ab + b 2 in different settings. In order to compare the performance of the search algorithm for different settings, the total success rate has been calculated. The total success rate is defined to be the percentage of correctly found expressions, where correctly found means that the desired expression was among the first five entries on the list of search results. A summary of these rates is presented in Table I . The main observations are the following. The queries in lingual data formats provide the required expressions at average rate of more than 81%, while the success rate of queries processed from inner format is twice lower (around 37%). A less significant difference is observed when comparing the similarity measures used by the search algorithm -the Levenstein measure success rate is around 72%, while for cosine measure it is around 61%. However, if one looks into positioning of the queried formula, the advantage of Levenstein measure becomes more evident. Finally, the observed success rate of visual queries is significantly higher than for key word queries -nearly a half (47%) of key word queries provided desired outcome, while 86% of the visual queries appeared successful.
A few further results, presenting the overall performance issues of the proposed algorithm on a general database are given in Table III .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the experiments with the developed interactive application give the basis for the research of an efficient mathematical search engine. Both the search with the description languages as L A T E X as well as usage of verbalized text fragments was possible and accurate, especially while processing relatively not much different equations. Therefore, the proposed method is suitable for automatic or semi-automatic, supervised correction of documents containing complex mathematical notation.
On the other hand, the search for the given equation on a partial information basis, i.e. the excerpt of the formula or unordered sequence of symbols or keywords, has been also successful in many cases. Thanks to developed solution such an approximate matching is convenient and does not require any extra technical knowledge from the user, since the system accepts queries in natural language. The introduction of the advanced translator for the verbalization of the mathematical notation, taking into account the complexity of the subexpressions, dialect and national languages helped to increase the quality of text comparisons and thus the efficiency of the search.
The performed tests revealed also some general tendencies in the results obtained for different kinds of queries when compared by means of different similarity measures. The Levenstein measure seems more suitable for queries that differ slightly from the origin and therefore it could be applied for corrections. On the other hand, the cosine measure appeared to provide better matching for shorter queries, being parts of the original formula, and hence its area of application would preferably be searching or autocompletion.
One of the main directions for future experiments in this area could be the introduction of more flexible queries, possibly with the notation for logical operators as AND, OR and NOT, which could increase the accuracy of the search. 
